
looks matter...a lot
Attractive, eye-catching, brand-reflective, well-lit exteriors and 
thoughtful, intentional window displays attract people to a business; 
well-displayed and engaging interior ones keep them there longer.   

Why are looks so important? "Curb appeal" accounts for nearly two-thirds of first-time                                               
sales at shops and restaurants; investing in your storefront can yield a tremendous return. 
‣ one of the most effective ways to send signals about your brand 
‣ help folks understand what you offer 
‣ create an enticing, inviting experience 
‣ can get consumers to enter a shop or restaurant and compel them to return! 

What - key considerations 
‣ Consumer Behavior 

• window viewing - folks see a window for just three seconds 
• decompression zone - takes time for folks to slow down after entering store, so don’t put                                              

lots of product immediately inside the entry 
• Americans shop like they drive - invariably head right upon entering, so this is prime                 

real estate for product (change out display weekly)! 
• butt-brush - women flee if brushed from behind! be careful with aisle width  

‣ Backdrop 
• color (walls, floors, ceiling) 

➡ should complement product, not compete for attention; ensure your target customer can relate to your brand 
• store layout - varying levels of density make a store more interesting 

➡ front: less product (esp. in decompression zone) 
➡ center: highest density (and is best spot for cash/wrap) 
➡ rear: medium density 

• fixtures 
➡ quality:  should reflect same (or better!) quality of the merchandise 
➡ variation:  size/shape/height makes a store more visually interesting  

• lighting 
➡ varying levels throughout capture interest...well-lit windows are a must! 

• signage 
➡ clear/simple/consistent (not handwritten unless perfect); use sparingly = greatest 

impact 
• cleanliness (women especially are very sensitive to this) 

➡ keep windows sparkling clean, vacuum every single night, polish floors as needed, banish dust and fingerprints 
• music 

➡ very important, it makes folks comfortable in a space; ensure it is consistent with your brand and at proper volume 
• props 

➡ minimize (mostly display only what you are selling!) 
➡ sell the tables you use for display 
➡ scan garage sales, thrift stores, or around your house to find props that help you create stories 

‣ Frequency & Planning 
• do it all the time!  change interior displays every 3 weeks - even with no new product it freshens up the store; change 

window displays at least once every 2-3 weeks 
• plan what you’ll do - get inspiration by clipping photos from magazines, seeing what other stores are doing (trade shows 

can be idea sources, online at sites like Pinterest); keep a toolkit (suggested contents on next page) 

‣ Cool vs. Tool 
• Tool - displays that are neat+orderly - think hardware store, grocery, convenience (though many of these get creative with 

end-caps, scattered tabletop displays, etc) 
• Cool - interesting, playful displays that mix product types related to a story or theme for a harmonious effect 
• Cool & Tool - a combination of the two...think Crate & Barrel, with it’s orderly shelves loaded with clear glassware as well as 

creative tabletop displays (a beach-picnic theme, or story about a winter fondue party)

non-buyers spend:             
less than 3 mins. in store 
buyers spend:                    
10 mins. or more in store 
60-70% of purchases:  
are unplanned

READ Paco Underhill’s 
“Why We Buy:  The 
Science of Shopping”

negative space:  use empty floor/wall 
space, even if minimal, to define 
areas/create breaks between displays

fixtures:  people are 
comfortable picking 

things up off of 
tables - mix these 
with shelving units



How is it done?  (Key:  Be Intentional) 
EXTERIOR 

‣ Basics 
• brand-supportive, distinctive design/color 
• well-signed:  clarity, highly visible; blade sign and front-facing; if name is on window do not block view into space 
• clutter-free: minimal signage...just store name and hours 
• clean/well-maintained: sweep debris daily, wash entry mats (and replace when worn out) touch up paint as needed 
• well-lit:  critical! attracts people “like moths to a flame.”  for window displays use combo of directional spots and floods 
• “don’t air your dirty laundry in public”: don’t put cash/wrap area up against the window 

‣ Make it Inviting 
• accessories:  bright doormat, planters (keep plants healthy!) 
• bench or cafe table/chairs: creates welcoming environment even at non-food spots 
• do something fun or unexpected 

‣ Product Composition in Windows 
• height/depth variation:  vary the height as well as depth when composing products 
• focal point:  create a focal point to draw the eye, and build in other items around it 

‣ Product Selection (“don’t put your entire store in the window”)  a few options... 
• ensure there is a focal point to draw the eye 
• select products that tell a story:  summer camp, Moroccan dinner, spring cleaning, etc... 
• keep it simple: create a vignette       -or- 
• pack a punch: group a large quantity of like items that together pack a punch 

INTERIOR 

‣ Basics 
• clean/well-maintained, clutter-free (boxes of product should not be stored on the selling floor) 
• zero product on floors:  people won’t stoop down to retrieve items from floor, and placing goods there devalues them 
• no empty shelves:  keep shelves/tabletops full of merchandise (exception: shelves at floor level should not be used, put doors on 

them and use for backstock) 

‣ Mechanics 
• themes: choose a theme and color story, like a lobster bake and products in tan, orange and white 
• height matters:  items at 4 feet high get noticed the most...keep most merchandise in range of 3-5 feet 
• visual balance: place dark colors near bottom of display as they appear heavier than light colored ones, which should go near 

top...balance the size of items across a display as well 
• texture:  mix textures for more interest (a table solely of pottery is not as intriguing as one that includes other textures like fabric, 

candles, metal pieces, etc) 
• quantity:  typically you sell more product if you have a higher density of it...don’t put out only three or four of an item, rather a 

dozen that will draw attention 
• group like items together for greater visual impact 
• no booby-traps!:  display breakables carefully...be creative but not in way that people are afraid to handle products 
• apparel-specific 

➡ group by theme (casual vs. cocktail, tea party or beach weekend); organize by color 
➡ racks - vary lengths of clothing across the rack (mix tops/skirts/pants/dresses) and keep full but not so full that it hinders 

browsing 
➡ invest in quality hangars 
➡ use tabletops - folks are comfortable picking things up from these, they create a more interesting store if mixed in with racks 
➡ display accessorized outfits around the store (including on tabletops!)

leave a bowl of water 
for parched pooches 

at your storefront

change window displays all the time—once every 2-3 
weeks; hire a professional if need be!

stock:  in a small store, 
the selling floor may 

double as stockroom…
build in drawers/
cabinets on lower 

levels to store back-
stock 

‣ brand reflective/supportive 
‣ distinctive, inviting exteriors 
‣ well-signed 
‣ clean & clutter-free 
‣ well-maintained 
‣ frequency & planning, 

intentional displays 
‣ balance and variations in 

height, depth 

‣ use negative space 
‣ full (no empty/sparse shelves!) 
‣ gather ideas + inspiration 

(from magazines, other stores, 
online) 

‣ hire a pro if you lack time/
talent! 

‣ Scissors, Stapler, Tape 
‣ Pins, Fishing Line 
‣ Tape Measure 
‣ Razor Blade/Utility Knife 
‣ Hammer, Nails 
‣ Screwdriver, Screws 
‣ Step-ladder downtown works 

analyze. strategize. realize. 

www.dtownworks.com

essentials toolkit


